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CHAPTER NEWS

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER, A .H .P .S . : On February 21, 1971 we sent out our first in-
vitation to New England members of the former S .A .S .S . (Swiss American Stamp
Society, one of the parents of the A .H .P .S .) . The following March the first
meeting was held and we have had regular meetings ever since . Mrs . Cavigelli
and Mr . Donker are two of the founders, and still present . Special mention
must be made of Mrs . Roth, a lady whose age we do not want to disclose

except for saying that the first figure looks like two zeros on top of another
and the second adding quite a bit to that!

	

She is a truly great and lovely
lady and the matriarch of our chapter .

	

Furthermore, we have Mr . Lesser in
constant attendance, a man with a million stories about Switzerland and its
philately, who is very helpful when one needs information .

	

At the start of
our ninth year of existence, we invite all of you, New Englanders, to attend
our meetings, held in the house of one of our members at six-week intervals.
Our president is Mrs . Cavigelli, and our secretary, treasurer, auditor and
general workhorse and "keep the chapter going" person is the hard working
George Lloyd jr ., telephone (617)-665-2788 .

	

Please contact him for inform-
ation regarding the chapter -- and try to attend our meetings, please.

GREAT LAKES CHAPTER, A .H .P .S . -- SO FAR UNORGANIZED : Attempts at getting the
very individualistic Midwest A .H .P .S . members to organize have been made a
few times in the past ; but these attempts remained something in the way of
one-shot affairs .

	

Your editor-pro-tem is giving Midwest A .H .P .S . members
ONE more chance to "get going," and all such persons are invited to an after-
noon of stamping, snacking, and guzzling at his "pad," Apt . 3303, 1130 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago IL 60605, on Saturday, May the fifth, from 2 :30 p .m.
By 9 p .m . the last dawdlers will be sent home!!

	

A program, formal or infor -
mal, can be arranged . Please drop me a postcard if you care to show up.

NEW JERSEY CHAPTER, A .H .P .S, : President is Gerry Diamond ; Ben Wood is Vice-
President ; George Wettach, treasurer . Next meetings are expected to be held
on April 17 and May 15, at the Fair Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Road, Fair
Lawn NJ 07410, at 8 :00 p .m . Call George Wettach at (201)-796-0799 for details
and directions.

ANY OTHER CHAPTERS FORMING OR EXISTING ANYWHERE? IF SO, PLEASE ADVISE .
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REMEMBER OUR SECOND NATIONAL MEETING AT SEPAD IN PHILADELPHIA (OCTOBER 5 - 7,

1979) ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, AT 2 P .M . -- PLAN TO ATTEND AND MEET OTHERS !!!!

IMPORTANT NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY: A.H .P.S . is contemplating publishing a current membership

list, either with full addresses or only "number, name, state ." I am anxious to hear the opin-

ions of our membership on the matter, both pro and con . Whether or not we do what, will depend

upon YOUR response . A postal card to me, before the end of April, will be fine . DO NOT NEG-

LECT THIS, please. Thank you .
John Barrett, secretary (address please see above)

AWARDS FOR A .H .P .S, MEMBERS:
Rudy Schaelchli continues his winning ways : at the San Angelo stamp show he
received a gold and the reserve grand for one of his Swiss military exhibits .-

PIPER '79, New Westminster B .C .,Canada, is looking for Swiss exhibits, June
8-10, 1979 . Frames are $2 .50 . Write for exhibit brochure to PIPER '79, POB
$95, New Westminster, B .C .,Canada V3L 4Z8 .

	

Exhibits from the US may be sent
to James W . Grave, Valleyford (Washington)	 99036 .	 He'll	 take

	

them across!!
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NEW OR MODIFIED SWISS CANCELLATIONS (SEE p .76 FOR DETAILED INFORMATION)
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POST OFFICE CHANGES, NEW OR RECENT CANCELLATIONS, AND SUCH:

NEW OFFICES : 7270 Davos 4 Kongresszentrum (1-13-79 ; open only during special
meetings) ; 1015 Lausanne 15 Centre Universitaire (10-23-78 ; has thus

reopened under a different name);	7002 Chur Philatelic Office (12-4-78).

CHANGES OF NAME: 4571 Buchegg to 4571	 Kyburg-Buchegg (1-1-79) ; 7131 Laax (GR)
to 7131	 Laax	 1	 (GR) (12-4-78) ; 7241 St . Antönien Platz to 7241St.Antönien*
(1-1-79) ; 7241 Luzein (GR) to 7241 	 Luzein (1-1-7982 Hohfluh (Hasliberg)
to 6083 Hasliberg-Hohfluh*(5-27-79) ; 6082 Goldern (Hasliberg) to 6085 	 Hasli -
berg-Goldern*(5-27-79) ; 6082 Reuti (Hasliberg) to 6086	 Hasliberg-Reuti*(5-27-
79) ; postal acceptance station (with cds .) 6082 (Goldern)-Wasserwendi

	

(Has -
liberg) to 6084 Hasliberg-Wasserwendi (postal acceptance station)(5-27-79);
9474 Räfis to 9470 Buchs	 (SG)	 3,	 Räfis (5-27-79).

NEW POSTAL DIRECTION NUMBERS : 8156 Oberhasli (was 8155) ; 9423 Altenrhein (was

9499) ; 9429 Zeig (Wolfhalden) was 9499) ; 9467 Frümsen (was 9499 ; 9468 Sax*

(was 9499 ; 9469 Haag (Rheintal) (was 9499); 9479 Oberschan*(was 9499); 2564

Bellmund (was 7i) ; 2565 Jeuss (was 3271). (All these will officially change
on May 28, 1979, but several cancellations have already been recut ahead of
time) ; 6000 Luzern 8 (was 6008 Luzern 8 ; 2-1-79).

* Involves recutting of K (Publicity) cancellation.

RECENT PUBLICITY CANCEL (K) ADDITIONS OR CHANGES (many illustrated overleaf):
8134 Adliswil 2 (similar to Adliswil 1 ; 11-10-78) ; 7431 Zillis (1-8-79) ; 8638

Goldingen (I-11-79) ; 3981 Biel (VS ; 9-18-78) ; 8754 Netstal (12-8-78) ; 7551

Ftan (12-11-78 ; with text in Romansh) ; 1831 Les Sciernes d'Albeuve (12-4-78);

7649 Soglio ; 7649 Casaccia ; 7649 Castasegna ; 7649 Vicosopranol 7649 Borgono -

vo ; 7649 Promontogno ; 7649 Stampa (all since 11-28-78, and all depicting the

Bregaglia valley's local museum) ; 8954 Geroldswil (10-28-78 ; with text in

Swiss-German) ; 8777 Diesbach GL (10-27-78) ; 8638 Goldingen (2-19-79) ; 4563 Ger-

lafingen (2-19-79, replacing a special cancel used in 1978) ; 5610 Wohlen 2 (AG)

(2-19-79) ; 6014 Littau and 6014 Reussbühl (2-19-79) ; 8462 Rheinau (2-19-79;
slight change of design) ; 4144 Arlesheim (11-20-78; minimal change of design).
7499 Feldis/Veulden (3-16-79) ; 8501 Warth (3-19-79) ; 9405 Wienacht-Tobel

(3-19-79) ; 9621 Oberhelfenschwil, Kur- and Badeort (=spa ; 3-26-79).

NEW MACHINE TOWN PUBLICITY FLAGS: 5200 Brugg 1 (AG ; showing a castle) ; 8640
Rapperswil (SG ; celebrating that fortified town's 750th anniversary) ; 3123
Belp, with legend "Gürbetal " and hikers ; 1020 Renens (VD) 1, showing a heart
in form of a key ring and text : in Renens one lives well.

DISCONTINUED OFFICES : 8557 lllhart (4-1-79) ; 3638 Hintergoldingen (4-1-79);
7181 Disla GR (4-1-79) ; 7130 Schnaus-Strada nr . Ilanz (Postal acc.sta.; 3-17-79) .
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THE SELF-SERVICE POST OFFICES OF THE ZÜRICH REGION OFSWITZERLAND

This article is based on a communication, in English, and
photographs furnished by the Kreispostdirektion (Regional Postal Directorate of Zürich.

Mail delivery
service has
been cause for
growing concern
to postal ad -
ministrators.
Practically ev-
ery day it hap-
pens that at
one post office
or another de -
ficiencies in
delivery staff
cannot be
filled and that
makeshift ar -
rangements must
be made .

	

In
1974 there were
85 letter car-
rier vacancies
in Zürich .

	

Ef-
forts therefore
are directed
towards finding
substitute al-
ternatives.

Such an altern -
ative can be

seen in the self-service offices around Zürich (and elsewhere) . These new fa -
cilities also serve as an experiment in the Swiss PTT's endeavor to seek new
ways of serving its customers . The following details may be of interest in
this context.

In purely residential areas the establishment of a conventional post office
is often too expensive in terms of both finances and staff .

	

Counter staff in
such areas cannot be properly apportioned nor fully used because of the in -
evitable end of month and evening peak periods (and slack periods at other
times) .

	

Often the minimal mail volume which would justify a post office pro-
per is not generated either .

	

Delivery, a particularly costly aspect of the
postal service, is a major problem, too,

	

Therefore the following principle
underlies the self-service post office : 16 you are prepared tocall for your
mail, the PTT can give you some extra service for posting your mail ; a
private box for the delivery of mail will. be given free of charge to allpatrons
cooperating in such a project in a certain area.

The first facility of this kind started operations on February 7, 1972 and is
located at Zürich-Friesenberg, a new housing development at the intersection
of Schweighofstrasse and "lm Hagacker" (where formerly a private parcel ac -
ceptance station was located in a store) .

	

The installation of this self-ser -
vice station was made possible thanks to the cooperativeness of the developer
who made operating space as well as parking available.

The building accommodating the first postal facility of this kind was
designed and constructed by architect Peter Paul Lehmann. Jointly with the Zürich
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office of the PTT's Building
Department and the Zürich Re-
gional Postal Directorate he
also designed its postal in-
stallations.

The facility (and others er-
ected since) isequipped
with:

1 money changer
2 postage stamp machines

for stamps or booklets
l letter box
1 parcel weighing scale
1 parcel posting box
telephone booths

656 individual boxes for let
ter delivery (three times a
day : morning, noon, evening)
were placed into the build -
ing's front . For items too
bulky for the box or requir -
ing acknowledgement by signa -
ture when delivered (e .g .:
payment orders or registered
items) the box holder is no -
tified by a special advice
slip . The holder then can
take delivery on site during
the hours of window service
(until 12 :30 p .m . and 7 p .m.)

Parcels, under the new sys -
tem, are delivered to the
customers' homes as before.
Parcels too bulky for the
parcel posting box can be handed to the clerk/mailman during the hours of his
presence.

55 % of all customers living within the area covered by the self-service fa -
cility accepted a free, private POB for the delivery of their mail . This co-
operation enabled the PTT to save on delivery manhours by setting up the fa -
cility . The people not taking part in the experiment still receive their let-
ter mail at home ; but they have to put up with the inconvenience of calling
for registered, bulky, or money order items at a much more distant (parent)
post office, in this case Zürich 45, Giesshübel, if they are not home at first
call . To simplify operations, the self-service postal facility has not been
assigned a separate postal code number, but circular date strikes were put in-
to use commencing October 28, 1974, replacing previously used straightlines.

The new facility presents obvious advantages for the customer . Mail is deliv -
ered to his personal box three times a day (which is certainly appreciable at
a time when there is talk of discontinuing the second daily home delivery and
Saturday service altogether) .

	

One can post even important items at any hour

Normally, Swiss post offices close from about 11 :30 a .m . to about 1 p .m .,
and after 5 :30 or 6 p .m .
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of the day, even on
Sundays. Money changers, postage stamp (or
ticket) machines and scales en-
able patrons to frank their mail
correctly, and a special parcel
posting box even permits mail-
ing of insured parcels . Money
orders or registered letters can
be called for at the self-ser -
vice facility at convenient
hours, without the need to trav -
el for miles to the distant and
conventional post office.

Similar self-service facilities
subsequently have been
established, with similar arrangements and
available services, including the
free post office boxes for each
customer, in the jurisdiction of
the Zürich Postal Directorate, at
BENGLEN in Binz-Maur, at GRÜNAU
in Zürich-Altstetten, FAHRWEID
near Dietikon, ADLIKON near Re -
gensdorf, Zürich- LOCHERGUT,
Zürich-ZWISCHENBACHEN, Zürich-IM
STRUPPEN, Zürich-SCHAUENBERG,
Zürich- BIRCHHOF, and Schlieren-
LILIE . Elsewhere in Switzerland
such facilities now exist at
Ostermundigen-RÜTI and Schön -
bühl- SHOPPYLAND, near Bern,
at Emmenbrücke-BENZIWIL nr . Luzern, and Kaiseraugst-LIEBRÜTI, AG.

Postal customers of an area where
such service is proposed are of
course polled prior to

	

estab-
lishing the facility . As a whole,
the new concept has been success -
ful

These self-service facilities and
free postal patrons' boxes are now planned for implementation mainly in shop-
ping centers of major housing developments, as people will go to these centers
almost daily anyway .

	

(A similar idea, forty years ago, led to the
establishment of private, though postally established and supervised, parcel acceptance
stations in groceries, supermarkets and other central areas' locations that
were not well served by or far away from a post office ; but the new concept
provides many more services, 'round the clock, for the postal customer .)

The new facilities can even be of use in other ways if all people residing in
a certain subdivision make up their minds to accept a free, private box . Thus,
newspapers which were distributed to the subscribers' homes by private carriers
now reach their readers more quickly and economically via the private box . Nor
need private distributors of non-postally distributed advertising matter be re-
sorted to any longer . In Zürich, where up to eight different newspaper and pub -
licity material carriers ply the same streets in certain areas, this aspect
carries considerable weight, financially and otherwise .
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The objec -
tion that
thesespecial, postal

facilities
do not
accept money
orders can

be countered by point -
ing to the
possibility
of opening
a postal
cheque ac-
count.
Holders of
postal
cheque accounts
can indeed
convenient -
ly settle
their bills
and payments
from their
desk at home
-- filling
in cheques
and posting
them at the nearest letter box . If they need cash, they can get it from a post
office, at some of them 24 hours a day (from special money dispensing machines
operated by credit card-like "keys").

Surprisingly, the opening of postal cheque accounts has not yet found favor
with the majority of postal patrons . Seeing its obvious advantages, however,
it is bound to make further headway in our cash-less society of the future.

Quasi as a postscript, a note received from the KPD Zürich in January, 1979,
amazingly

	

adds the following : In the Zürich area presently exist seven true
self-service facilities, plus nine post offices with large groupings of free
post office boxes . About 12,000 patrons participate in this service, and only
about 5% requested, since introduction of the service, a return to convention-
al mail delivery . Additional self-service facilities currently are not planned
because the personnel shortage has eased a bit ; but what the future may brin g
no one really knows .
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NEWS, TIDBITS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR-PRO-TEM ' S BINS

As you may have noted, TELL has a new, major advertiser : the Philatelic Of-
fice of the Principality of Liechtenstein . It is very much hoped that enough
A .H .P .S . members will take advantage of becoming new issues subscribers in
Vaduz so that we may retain this postal administration's advertising in our
periodical .

	

But it would be even nicer to see more and more Liechtenstein
collectors actually Join A .H .P .S .

	

A "Liechtensteiner " collectors' organi -
zation for a few years was very active in this country, but almost nothing
has been heard of it in several years . TELL and A .H .P .S . offer to "Liech -
tensteiners of USA" quarterly four-page inserts in TELL which would contain
only Liechtenstein information ; but in order to do so the majority of (cur -
rently inactive and bulletin-less) Liechtensteiners would have to Join our
A .H .P .S .

	

To this observer, at least, this does not seem such a bad deal!

A very interesting "Helvetica Americana" book, co-authored by Professor Leo
Schelbert of the University of Illinois/Chicago Circle and Hedwig Rappolt,
professional translator in Connecticut, and entitled Alles	 ist	 ganz anders
hier (Everything is SO Different Here) was published, with date of 1977, in
Olten, Switzerland, by Walter Publishers, IN GERMAN . The volume consists of
carefully selected and annotated letters of Swiss immigrants to the United
States, between the earliest years of the 18th century and about
1890, covering the entire gamut from more or less official emigrations under government
support (and led by noblemen or well-known burghers) to "steerage riff-raff"
and individual adventure seekers, farmers, laborers, and even soldiers . Ac-
counts of the new life in the new continent are tremendously revealing and
thus even of interest to all Americans . Unfortunately for most A .H .P .S . mem-
bers, very solid knowledge of German is essential to make the book worthwhile.

Are there any members of A .H .P .S . seriously thinking of traveling to England
in May, 1980, for the A .P .S . meeting scheduled there in connection with the
international London Philatelic Exhibition?

	

If there are, among you, such
persons then you should not only try to take advantage of the very special
air rates and accommodation packages A .P .S . is going to announce ; but it
would also be possible to arrange a Joint meeting, during the duration of
the show, with our sister society's London Group members . Charles LaBlonde,
our A .H .P .S . member "in exile" in that country, would act as liaison ; but it
would not be worthwhile to arrange such a meeting if only one or two A .H .P .S.
members would be in attendance .

	

If you have an inkling to go, let me know.

FROM OUR READERS : Very senior member, the Rev . John Meyer, Florida, wrote to
our (former) treasurer when remitting his dues that he had been in and out of
hospitals, but also that "I am in very good shape . Even though not being able
to collect those beautiful Swiss stamps now, I still like to stay a member of
the AHPS . TELL is a wonderful good friend of mine visiting me and giving me
hours of most interesting companionship . Happy to be fortunate enough to still
being able to read and write even though with some handicap . Long live the
AHPS with the voice of TELL!!! "

LOGO (SIGNET) FOR AHPS? Suggestions have been received that . we might start
looking for a logo or a society signet . Such a design could be used on sta-
tionery, medals, TELL's back page, sales books, etc . It should show our four
letters and be legible as well as modern . Anyone around with a brilliant in-
spiration on how to scramble A .H .P .S . artistically?

For Swiss geography buffs there exists a GD-PTT publication of about 325 p .,
issued in August, 1976 and entitled Verzeichnis	 der	 telefonisch verbundenen
Ortschaften der Schweiz and Liechtenstein, trilingual (g,f,i), showing every
Swiss locality with two or more telephone subscribers, plus places with only
one phone provided that the place is two miles away from the nextplace. Quite
a book with thousands of names . Price:???. Publication number :67 .14(48 .67 .2) .



FROM YOUR AWARDS CHAIRMAN (Jan Donker, 16 St . Mary Rd ., Burlington MA 01803)

I have been appointed to succeed Werner Vogel who for many years filled the
position of Awards Chairman before retiring to Florida . We thank him for his

work for A .H .P .S . and one of Its predecessor societies.

The cost of medals has risen quite a bit, and therefore a few changes in the
awards program have been made . Thus we can help avoid strain on our treasury
while still affording exhibitors something worth wi nning . Henceforth each
medal *warded will be accompanied by a printed certificate stating show, date.
name of the winner, title of the exhibit, and including signatures of the
chairman of Judges and the Exhibition Chairman . A new award . an honorable
mention certificate, also has been deelgned.

Medal* (accompanied by certificates) and honorable mention certificates may be
awarded to any exhibit of Swiss or Liechtenstein philatelic material in shows
qualifying as follows'

3 - 5 Swiss/Liechtenstein exhibits : one medal and one hon. mention certif .;
6 or more Swiss/Liechtenstein exhibits : two medals and two honorable men -

tion certificates;
at shows designated as A .H .P .S . National Conventions (the next is SEPAD

' 79) . the special President's challenge award, plus three medals and as
many honorable mentions as may be appropriate . will be awarded.

1 have prepared a letter which Is being sent to important shows In the United
States and Canada, to publicize our awards program .

	

If you know of a show you
plan to enter or which may qualify for our awards . then please write to me . If

you enter an exhibit please remember to note on your entry form that you are
an A .H .P .S . member -- and that A.H.P.S. has an awards program .

	

I wish every-

one the best of luck In their exhibiting efforts .
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LAGO MAGGIORE (VERBANO) MARKINGS AND HISTORY, II . By LaurenceMoore

A letter is known from the year 1854, without adhesives, on which the first
"Verbano" and star marking (cds) appears as the only mark . It was sent from
Arona to Bellinzona and was probably posted into the box on board while the
ship stood at Arona pier . When posted in this manner to other Sardinian
towns the appropriate Sardinian stamp is canceled with the ''Verbano" cds.
The Swiss apparently discouraged posting directly into the ship's box . even
at lakeside towns such as Ascona or Locarno where the Swiss town cds can -
cels the stamp, with the "Verbano" transit mark elsewhere on the cover.

So far known in a single example
only, discovered quite recently
and illustrated in the SBZ of
January . 1979 is another marking
from the good ship VERBAND (Fig.
5) . It is oval, dateless and
occurs on a free-frank letter (ac-
cording to its discoverer, Dr. A.
Barone-Pasadena) mailed on June

10, 1855, from Arona to Lugano . Interesting in this marking is the simultan-
eous appearance of "Verbano" (ship) and "Lago Maggiore" (lake) . Why this date-
less ship strike was used in preference to the date marking is one of those
puzzles which intrigue postal historians and spur them on to further studies.

The double ring cds ''VERBANO", with either an "(N.1)" or "(N .2)" at foot
(Fig .6a & b) have been seen used from 1855 to 1872 and are described in
certain well-known works of reference as being for upward and downward jour-
neys respectively ; but in the writer's collection
both numbers can be seen on southbound and on north-
bound letters . Direction is difficult to determine
in the case of a letter from one lakeside town to
another, as the steamer might drop it off in the
course of a zig-zag roundtrip ; but I also have let -
ters of 1855 which traveled quite long distances --
for instance : Basel to Nice (Nizza ;

	

then in the
Kingdom of Sardinia), or Rome to Sweden ; one south-
bound, the other northbound, but both bearing the (N .1) strike . Thus it ap -
pears that the numbers have no bearing whatsoever on direction.

This assumption is reinforced by the next cds marks in date order -- seen
used from 1866 to 1878 and thus overlapping the first mark for a few years.

These are slightly
smaller in diameter
and feature the word
VERBANO at top and ei -
ther CORSA ASCENDENTE
or DISCENDENTE (Fig .7).
The ASCENDENTE always
is found on letters
which traveled north
and the DISCENDENTE on
southbound mail .
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As the wording is sufficiently indicative of direction, to number them for the
same purpose would be superfluous .

	

I believe that the N .1 and the N .2 on the
earlier marks were merely the numbers of two different ships, both possibly
called VERBANO and each using the same handstamp throughout theround-trip; but
by the time the ASCENDENTE and the DISCENDENTE markings appeared, both ships
had been given two separate cancelers : one for the use on the up-lake and the
other for the return trip.

Variants for these marks also were in use (Figs .8 &9a/b),
abbreviating the CORSA ASCENDENTE or DISCENDENTE to "
AS-CEN! " and "DISCEN!," plus the number, again designating
different ships . Figure 8 depicts a letter of 1875, from
Magadino to Intra (southbound) with the lake steamer
marking used as a transit mark on the reverse flap ; and
9a and 9b are touched up reproductions of subvariants of
this abridged type . Quite likely both No .1 and 2 exist with the written out
and with the abbreviated text, both up- and down-lake ; but not all variants
have actually been encountered yet.

In order to link these previous markings I have broken into chronological or-
der ; but now we shall go back a few years to examine the marking of the Aust -
rian Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia.

AUSTRIAN POSTAL SERVICES:

The only Lago Maggiore ship marking of the Austrian Kingdom
of Lombardy-Venetia known to have been used on stamps on a
regular basis, is an oval enclosing three lines of text (=
Fig.10) : I .R PIROSCAFO / SUL / LAGO MAGGIORE .

	

Mueller and
Landmanns say this was used with the first issue of the
stamps of Austrian Italy, but quote no precise date . They
both give it a high degree of rarity and in the writer's collection there is
only one example, a good strike canceling a 5c . of the first issue on hand-
made paper, along with a 10c . on machine-made paper .

	

The cover bears no oth-
er mark of origin and is addressed to Locarno, whose receiving mark of 5 Au-
gust, 1858 it carries .

	

I have said earlier that almost no Swiss adhesives
ever received the "VERBANO" cancellation, but apparently there was some un -
derstanding between the Swiss and the Austrians because friend and collector
Jos . Bühler of Zürich showed me a 10 Rappen blue Strubel canceled with this
Austrian oval stamp on a letter of 1858 . From an old magazine published in
the area, I found that this Austrian steamer was called the "Radetzky ." The
name of another Austrian steamer, the "Taxis," is known ; but so far no post-
marks from it have been identified . -- The Austrians lost control of Lombar-
dy in 1859, so it seems that the use of the oval mark would have ended then.
Negrini mentions 1851

	

as the year of earliest usage.

SWISS SERVICES (7)
The straight-line mark "VERBANO" in serifed letters (Fig .11) has not been men -
tioned in any of the standard works, although I fancy that it could be a Swiss
marking . I have found several examples, all on letters from Switzerland to
Sardinia and dated between 1851 and 1859 .

	

Records show that 1859 was the last
year in which a Swiss post office (or clerk) operated on board the VERBANO,and
it also was the year of the opening of the Swiss "diligence" (coach) agencies
in the Sardinian lakeside towns .

	

The individual, serifed letters of this mark
ing bear curious resemblance to certain Swiss marks rather than to any known
Sardinian ones .

	

It is odd that the apparently short period of use comes right
in the middle of the use of the cds ''VERBANO (N .1)" or "(N .2)" which I have
seen for every year -- except 1859! Fig . 11 also shows a handstamped "squiggle
that is representative of the figure "4" (= 4 decimes, or 40 centimes), signs
for postal indication of postal charges then in pretty general usage .



Dear Members,
Amazing is the word for the results of the K, Z, & S Auction #32.

In short here is a description of what went on : 86 bidders sent in
over 1,300 bids for 93 lots . In most cases the Zumstein catalog value
was surpassed and some lots sold for as much as double the catalog
value .

	

The most sought after lots were #'s 15, 34 & 62 with 20-25
bids per item.

For this auction I have received slot of medium grade material that
should help you fill in those empty spaces in your album . Please notice
the semi-postal inscription tab lots that have been previously touted
in Tell as sleeper items for the future.

Best of luck to all in this Auction #34 . The closing data will be
May 12, 1979.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U .S .







RESULTS OF AUCTION #32 - CLOSING DATE FEBRUARY 20, 1979
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In this connection,
mention of yet other
straightline or boxed
ship markings . known
on mail or postage
stamps, must be made
here .

	

One is that of
the steamer TICINO
(Fig .12) shown by
Baechler on an Itali -
an 10c . stamp, on a
letter from Brissago
to Arona of ca . 1872;
and Negrini reports a
letter with ship can -

cel LUCMAGNO, also of 1872 (cf . Fig .13) . Other letters with ship rather than
postal cancellations may exist ; but such applications are rare.
The "why" of these markings is not clear . either ; they were sup-
posed to be used on freight letters and the like ; but at times
the postal cds may not have been available.

Picking up the threads of chronological order once more . let us
note that the "Corsa Ascendente" or "Discendente" marks, and
their variants . which appear to have been discontinued about

1877, mark the last time that the word VERBANO was used in any postmark al-
though

	

the lake steamers' postal service continued for many decades . This may
be because ships no longer were so named, but more probably because it was re -
alized that in other countries the lake was better known as "Maggiore " than as

"Verbano ."

Apart from my own collection, 1 have examined hundreds of covers or photos of
marks sent me

by collaborators in many
countries, and
I found that
the next date
marks in date
order were large.
single-ring cds:
ARONA-MAGADINO

and its counterpart MAGADINO-ARONA, both with numbers 1 . 2 and sometimes 3 in a
variety of arrangements : with parentheses (Fig .14 & 15) ; with parentheses and
stars (Fig.16) ; or with number after second town name, plus one star (Fig .17/18)
The earliest date I have seen for any of these is 1878.

Magadino gradually lost its importance as the "southern door " to Switzerland . In
1874 the southern rail approach line to the St . Gotthard was opened from Biasca
to Locarno, bypassing Magadino .

	

Locarno had always been the larger of the two;
but a variety of negative factors (emigration of most important people due to
persecution as protestants ; pestilence ; collapse of the strategic approach brid-
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ge ; etc .) contributed to its long, dormant state . Fig . 19 depicts a postal
card of 1887 . still
with the cds of ARO-
NA-MAGADINO (N .2),
but with a landing/
transit mark of Lo-
carno where the card
was transboarded to
a waiting train.

When the entire St.
Gotthard railroad
tunnel line opened
in 1882, two branch
lines were built:
one, from Bellinzona
via Magadino to
Luino, there connecting
with the Luino-Mila-
no railroad ; and the
other . more important
one, also from Bellin-
zona, but to Lugano, Chiasso and Milano . With both rail lines operating,all
through commercial lake traffic ceased . and Locarno subsequently became fea-
tured in the lake's floating post office cancellations as thenorthern, Swiss
terminus .

	

From that time on the Lake Maggiore mail largely consisted of
tourists' greetings written aboard ship, cross-lake and western (rail-less)
shore mail .

	

The great historic waterway thus had become merely part of a
tourist itinerary!

Probably in 1893 a completely new cancellation type appeared,
with the "neutral" legend valid for any trip on the lake (Fig.
20) . The reason for the letter "A", the only one known to date,
is not known . It could have meant "ascendente, " or it could
have been planned to issue to each ship post office a different
letter . This large, barred double ring marking became the
prototype for most later Lake Maggiore cds, both with "neutral " and
with specific trip indication.

From 1894 to 1906 1 found extensive use of straight-line marks (Figs.21a/b),
with the same "neutral" text arranged in two lines, and without date . Both
shown examples can occur in black or in purple ink ., and usually these strikes

cancel the adhesive or the printed stationery stamp . Why
this dateless "throw-back" to much earlier times came into
use is not known ; but similar marks exist for other lakes.

Starting in the middle 1890s barred double-ring cancella -
tions of the form of Fig .20, but giving the end points of
respective trips, were introduced for the lake post offices.
There is great variety of such marks, and every passenger
ship down to the smallest craft, or even freight boat, must
have had its own postal facility and canceller(s)(Fig .22/23)

The checklist, to be reproduced in a subsequent in -
stalment of this overview, was compiled from inform -
ation gathered by many collaborators and sources.
For convenience's sake it repeats all earlier mark -
ings so far discussed, and while not illustrating
every known type and subtype, those shown plus the

annotations after each listing should suffice to
identify, by key type, all known and other marks.

To be continued



NEW ISSUES BACKGROUND, LIECHTENSTEIN

You have undoubtedly seen the advertisement of the Liechtenstein postal author -
ities In TELL . and it is hoped that they will remain our advertisers although
it will be necessary for A .H .P .S . members to prove that enough interest In the
issues of the Principality exists .

	

For a number of years now . the Principality
has issued excellently produced and very Informative brochures for new issues.

The present offerings are no exception . and 88 pages of detailed
background, including many photographs. are contained in the March 8.1979pamphlet -- avail-
able for SFr . 1 .50, plus 4 .50 postage! from the Liechtenstein Phil .Office . 9490
Vaduz (Liechtenstein) . The pamphlet is printed in German . French and English .()
(your editor) can order this cheaper if you send me . by 4-20-79, $1+50c US stamps .]

Since the theme of all 1979 Europa CEPT Issues is "postal history ." Liechten -
stein decided to honor two of the earliest airplane and Zeppelin landings in
the Principality . The 40 Rp . value depicts an AC-8 single wing plane built by
Swiss air pioneer Alfred Comte . It is shown apparently propped up under the
tall after it had become mired In the soft earth of the meadow near Schaan
where it had successfully landed earlier with almost 3000 pieces of mall . The
plane could not be used for the return trip . and another machine had to be
brought In from Zürich to fly almost 15 .000 pieces of mall on the return leg,
Schaan - St .Gallen . -- The 80 Rp . value dramatically depicts the low flying.
famous LZ 127 Zeppelin over Vaduz castle, on June 10 . 1931 . with a backdrop of
the Liechtenstein Alps . -- Since both of these flights spawned Liechtenstein
airmail Issues at the time, this set of two . although NOT airmail stamps . be-
longs into every airmail collection as a Jubilee documentation.

The other issue of March 8 concerns the "International Year of the Child ." The
Cuban born Liechtensteiner, Roberto Altmann, produced a most striking set of 3
values showing three "brats" respectively drinking . eating . or reading (learn-
ing) -- a delightfully different approach to stamps featuring children!

Since the Philatelic Agency's advertisement includes an order form there is no
further need to describing on haw one may avail oneself of these two issues.

NEW ISSUES BACKGROUND, SWITZERLAND

(ILLUSTRATIONS FOR BOTH ISSUES ARE TO BE FOUND IN THE FEBRUARY & MARCH TELL)
	 PORTRAITS V (1979) ; last in a series, Designed by Hans Ern!, Meggen (Lü).

Rainer Maria Rilke was born in 1875 In then Austrian Prague . After some years
of military prep . school in St.Pölten In Austria he completed his secondary
education with tutors before enrolling at Prague University in art and litera -
ture . He traveled widely in Europe and North Africa and wrote very sensitive
poems that frequently had strong leanings or relations with mysticism and mu-
sic . Best known are his "Poems from the Books of Hours" and the "Dulneser Ele -
glen ." Aside from poems . several novels and shorter stories Rilke's letters
fill several volumes – After World War I he moved to Switzerland permanently
and lived in Muzot castle near Sierre (VS) In front of which he Is pictured on
the stamp . He died near Montreux (VD) In 1926 and is buried in Aaron (VS).

Paul 	 Klee  was born in M'buchsee near Bern, in 1879 . as the son of a German
immigrant (and thus did not, per se . become • Swiss citizen) . After completing
secondary schools in Bern, Klee enrolled at the Munich Art Academy . After
graduation he travelled in Italy . Influenced by Kandinsky . the "Blue Riders" group

and by newer French art he developed a style of his own which was decried as
ugly and radical by most contemporaries . When the Swiss Graphic Arts Society.
In the 1920s . distributed one of Klee's signed lithographs . "Old Man . Counting ."
to its members as a free New Year's present . about 15 of the 125 members re-
signed (n anger and returned the art work in various states of destruction . In
1976 that very same lithograph . signed . brought SFr . 18 .000 at auction!!	 From
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1920 to 1931 Klee taught at the famous Bauhaus in Weimar and later Dessau in
Germany . and then in Düsseldorf which he was forced to leave after his art was
declared decadent by the Nazis . He died in Locarno in 1940, leaving over 9000
original works of art . The stamp's background shows Klee's "Heroic Rose ."

Poet

	

Hermann Hesse came from Wuerttemberg, born into a protestant missionary's
family in 1877 . At age 14 he fled from a seminary for future clergy (in Maul -
bronn) . By 1900 he had completed some training as a book seller in Basel and
subsequently he started his writing career which includes such famous works as
"Magister Ludi", "Death and the Lover". "Demian", and "The Steppenwolf ." Hesse
who as a child renounced Swiss citizenship returned to Switzerland in 1912 and
lived there for the rest of his life . He died near Lugano in 1962 . On the
stamp he is shown in front of his Montagnola (TI) vineyard.

Thomas Mann probably is best known for his novel, "The Magic Mountain ." Born
in Lübeck (Germany) in 1875, the family moved to Munich in 1891 and there Mann
received most of his professional training . In 1929 he was awarded the Nobel
prize in literature for the fictionalization of his family's history . "The
Buddenbrooks ." -- In 1933 Mann left Germany and settled in Switzerland until
1939 when he moved to the United States, returning to Switzerland, however, in
1952 where he died near Kilchberg (ZH) in 1955 . -- The background of this
stamp shows buildings in Lübeck,

	

including the Buddenbrooks house.

PUBLICITY	 SET	 1,	 1979.

For Americans . the 20 cts . value is of greatest interest . It pictures Othmar
H . Ammann (1B79-1965) . from Schaffhausen . who left his native Switzerland af -
ter graduating from the Federal Technological Institute in Zürich (ETH) in
1904 .

	

Employed by the Port Authority of New York he participated in the de-
sign and construction of New York's Hell Gate, Verrazzano Narrows, Triborough,
George Washington . and Whitestone-Bronx bridges, but became famous as the con -
ceiver of San Francisco's Golden Gate bridge . Much honored, including honorary
doctor's degrees, Ammann died at age 86 in New York . Which bridge is shown???

The 40 cts . value shows a target of the 300 meter range competition at the
Fiftieth Federal	 Shootin g Festival . to be held in Luzern July 7 to 22, 1979.
The little white indicator with the blue and white flag notifies the competitor
that he has Just scored a maximum " 5 " shot on the so-called A-target . Other
indicator colors in this particular competition would be : red with white band
(4) ; large white (3) ; orange (2) ; and black (1) . Zero is shown by waving the
"4" indicator from left to right .

	

Thousands of participants are expected for
this tradition-steeped festival and competition, and the special cancellation
will trigger yet another price rise for early shooting festival cancellations.

The Universal	 Esperanto Association (Universala Esperanto Asocio) was founded
in Switzerland in 1908, and the 64th congress will be held in Luzern in the
summer of 1979 . The hot air balloon is supposed to indicate that Esperanto
overcomes all linguistic handicaps (even though it has made only minimal head-
way in becoming THE worldwide language) . Instinct warns that the balloon may
very well signify another one of those hot air balloon launchings by the Swiss
Transport Museum in Luzern . . .often a comedy with errors, and a rip-off . too.

The Basel-Mulhouse Airport (80 cts .) is located in France, about three miles
from the Swiss border . but accessible from Switzerland by an international.
customs-unencumbered road .

	

Basel is trying very hard to become the third
Swiss intercontinental airport (and when fog shrouds Zürich-Kloten airport it
often does just that!). The stamp denoted the opening of a now 211 mile long run-
way . good for all landings and departures . The Swiss and the French tail as -
sembly flags denote the internationality of this airport which until now has
served principally as the charter flight airport of Switzerland .
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CATALOGUE REVIEW : ANZEIGENPOSTKARTEN DER SCHWEIZ, II ; by Georg Vogel.
Mr . Vogel about a year ago published " Anzeigenpostkarten der Schweiz, 1" . a
volume dealing exclusively with the hundreds of postal cards produced with
advertising by the Suchard chocolate firm in Neuchâtel, and sold to the pub -
lic at large at below the price charged by the post office . The second work
in this series is a companion volume dealing with all other firms' reduced
price cards all of which bear those firms' advertising on the back . Inter -
ested parties may write to Georg Vogel . Auenweg 17 . D-7141 Schwieberdingen
(West Germany) for a copy . No price is indicated . This second volume is a
slim one (12 pages), but it covers . in greatest currently available detail
all known advertising imprints and designs of 14 different firms who rebated
Swiss postal cards .

	

Specialist collectors owning cards of firms such as
Wander (Ovaltine and malts), Bergmann (soap), Steinfels (soap), Sechaud
(chocolate) . Cerlogne . Remy, Cocoline, Reesil, Forchhammer . and others . are
requested to mail to Mr . Vogel any such items in xerox form once it has been
established that they are not listed in this

	

probably preliminary overview.

FG.

OTHMAR H,

AMMANN
3-26-1879
9-22-1965

In a spe -
cial cer -
emony at
the Port
Authority
of NY and
NJ. at One
World
Trade Cen -
ter, New
York City,
Consul K.
M .Hoechner
(left) of
the Con -
sulate Ge-
neral of
Switzer-
land in NY
and Ernest

A.Kehr, American Re-

presentative of the Swiss Postal Administration (and A .H .P .S . life
member ; right) presented commemorative stamps honoring Othmar H.
Ammann, the world famous bridge builder, to Robert J . Winters, As -
sistant Chief Engineer of Design and Research for the Port Author -
ity of New York and New Jersey, as Dr . Margot Ammann, daughter of
the Swiss-born naturalized American citizen, looked on . The design
of the stamp by the Bernese artist Hans Thöni, reproduces a
portrait of Ammann set against a background of the Verrazano- Narrows
span, his last engineering triumph which links Brooklyn and Staten
Island and which opened November 21, 1964 . See also page 88 .
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